WELCOMING OUR VISITORS

VERY seldom indeed is it that Technology is completely and officially "at home." The fact that the event occurs so seldom—but once a year—makes it one of great significance, not only to the ex-students of each and every one of us.

It is to you, our "Open House" visitors, that we wish to address these words of welcome. It is a sincere wish that we extend to you, in appreciation made by this committee. The object of the Committee in presenting this report is to "draw a line of responsibility within which they have power and authority." Without which their responsibility passes definitely to the individual for whom they are responsible.

This action was taken by the Institute Committee because they believe that Technology men are not "worked awfully hard" all of the time; that there are a large number of extracurricular activities, in athletics, and in student social life.

Field Day minus the "riot"

The regular meeting of the Institute Committee held last evening the complete report of the Field Day Committee was accepted along with each of the four separate recommendations which were made this evening at the meeting. The object of the Committee in presenting these recommendations was to solve the problem of under-graduate conduct in regard to Field Day, and to continue the progress of the day to certain events over which control could be exercised.

This action was taken by the Institute Committee because they realized that in the undergraduate governing body they were responsible for the conduct of all student organizations such as Field Day. In the past, it is true, athletic events of the Day have been under student control, but there has not been a governing body with sufficient power to successfully control the additional off-campus enthusiasm which has brought only discord to the Institute.

The acceptance of the recommendations included in the Field Day report proves several important things. First, it limits the time of the official program. Second, it sets up a governing committee with power and authority for the conduct of the Day. Third, it places the conduct of all of the affairs of the two lower classes of the opening school to the charge of the Field Day committee in the hands of this governing committee. And finally, it requests the President of the Institute to render these officers who give up their time and energy for the good of the society, a benefit which may be enjoyed for a lifetime.

Congratulations are due the Field Day Committee for a splendid job! Well done! That is the Institute Committee has overwhelmingly drawn the line of responsibility within which they have power and authority. This is not the end of the problem, but it is the start for the job of beginning to get the full official additional events Field Day shall have—events which shall serve as "blows off" for undergraduate enthusiasm, and also, a test of Institute property.

THE TECH takes this opportunity to welcome suggestions from its readers as to what the nature of these events shall be.

Says he Would Rather Publicly Admit Amount Paid Each Star Athlete

"If American colleges will not live up to the standards they profess, or publicly adopt the rules they prescribe, no protest which they offer, or which we make, will avail," President S. D. Hay, president of the Institute Committee, said yesterday in his annual report to the students on the present situation of the institute.

President S. D. Hay, who presented a report on the status of athletics, declared that his committee had sufficient power to successfully control the additional off-campus enthusiasm which has brought only discord to the Institute.

FIELD DAY MINUS THE "RIOT"

The regular meeting of the Institute Committee held last evening the complete report of the Field Day Committee was accepted along with each of the four separate recommendations which were made this evening at the meeting. The object of the Committee in presenting these recommendations was to solve the problem of under-graduate conduct in regard to Field Day, and to continue the progress of the day to certain events over which control could be exercised.

This action was taken by the Institute Committee because they realized that in the undergraduate governing body they were responsible for the conduct of all student organizations such as Field Day. In the past, it is true, athletic events of the Day have been under student control, but there has not been a governing body with sufficient power to successfully control the additional off-campus enthusiasm which has brought only discord to the Institute.

The acceptance of the recommendations included in the Field Day report proves several important things. First, it limits the time of the official program. Second, it sets up a governing committee with power and authority for the conduct of the Day. Third, it places the conduct of all of the affairs of the two lower classes of the opening school to the charge of the Field Day committee in the hands of this governing committee. And finally, it requests the President of the Institute to render these officers who give up their time and energy for the good of the society, a benefit which may be enjoyed for a lifetime.

Congratulations are due the Field Day Committee for a splendid job! Well done! That is the Institute Committee has overwhelmingly drawn the line of responsibility within which they have power and authority. This is not the end of the problem, but it is the start for the job of beginning to get the full official additional events Field Day shall have—events which shall serve as "blows off" for undergraduate enthusiasm, and also, a test of Institute property.

THE TECH takes this opportunity to welcome suggestions from its readers as to what the nature of these events shall be.

Event For Young Men

Scott Suits for Young Men

So good that we will make this prophecy: If you buy a Scott suit and your friend buys some other make, and you both pay about the same price, you're going to have a lot of satisfaction and your friend will have just what he needs—experience.

Designed and built in our Boston Workrooms, especially to fit the young man ready-to-wear clothing in the world.

$45 and $50

Walker Memorial Dining Service

Operated by The Institute for all Tech men and their friends